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Machi Manufacturer Scales Business with Markoprint®

Little Moons has been making gelato wrapped in a
sweet, soft dough since 2008. The specialty dessert
product originated as a Japanese specialty - made by
steaming and pounding rice flour until it has a chewy
texture. Little Moons then innovated the product by
marrying it with a gelato filling.
Several years after entering the market, Little Moons
branched out into retail, securing an agreement to sell
its mochi balls in Whole Foods Market. Within three
months of launch, Little Moons had become the
retailer's best-selling ice cream.
With retail sales booming, it became apparent that the
company needed a more efficient coding method than
using date guns with stickers.
"Sales growth was strong, resulting in the need for a
more efficient method to apply date codes to cartons:'
explains Little Moons founder Howard Wong. "We
chose the RF Lite, an entry-level carton and sleeve
coding system, which fit Little Moons' requirements
perfectly.
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"In opting for the RF Lite, we were effectively realizing our dream of driving the cost out of offline coding,
without driving out the quality. We wanted a coding solution that was easy to buy, easy to set up and easy
to use, bringing the benefits of automated marking within our reach.
The RF Lite takes flat cardboard sleeves or cartons, feeds them through a printer to be coded, and stacks
them again ready for use. It can handle pack shapes and sizes ranging anywhere from 40x70mm to
300x200mm and can be easily adjusted to swap between sizes. With a linear speed of 60m/min, up to
250 of the company’s 8” long packs can be printed per minute, all from a machine with a tiny footprint
of less than 2 ft x 2ft.
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